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ABSTRACT

Laser speckle poses an ongoing challenge to optical systems that utilize coherent light for
active illumination, including applications in holography, free-space communications, remote
sensing and target tracking. Speckle averaging offers one potential path forward by reducing the contrast, thereby boosting signal-to-noise ratios. This approach becomes limited,
however, by the degree of correlation between successive frames. Wave-optics simulations
help to characterize performance gains through speckle averaging, and so it is important
that existing models properly account for decorrelation rates of dynamic speckle. With that
goal in mind, this research seeks to build a suite of computational wave-optics experiments
that verify speckle correlation statistics in the pupil and image planes of a black-box system.
For an extended target surface that is rough compared to the wavelength of illumination,
decorrelation arises from four different modes of simulated target motion; namely, in-plane
and out-of-plane translation and rotation. Furthermore, test cases include uniform scattering spots and fundamental Gaussian beams, along with hard and soft apertures of different
shapes. Relative to closed-form expressions for the correlation coefficient of irradiance, results demonstrate that the speckle is properly correlated from one frame to the next. This
outcome bolsters simulation capabilities wherever speckle averaging is concerned, with the
best-case scenario being total decorrelation at each time step. Studies of this kind are critical
in the design process of coherent optical systems.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

With the exception of standing water, surfaces that are optically flat rarely exist in nature.
Polished mirrors, test plates and other manufactured optics are smooth by design on the
scale of optical wavelengths. Plane waves that are incident on such surfaces undergo specular reflection. Far more often, however, there is small-scale surface roughness which diffusely
reflects coherent light to produce alternating interference patches called speckles. The speckles appear bright and dark in areas of constructive and destructive interference, respectively.
This free-space geometry gives rise to an objective speckle pattern, with the average grain
size roughly equal to a coherence area given by the van Cittert–Zernike theorem [1].
When imaging an optically-rough object under coherent illumination, the aperture of a
camera fills with objective speckle which then focuses through one or more lenses to create
the image. A subjective speckle pattern then forms in the image plane, with its average size
on the order of a single resolution cell [2]. The result is a speckled image of the object that
tends to degrade system performance by acting as a multiplicative noise source [3].
Active tracking algorithms rely on steady, low-noise reflections to avoid drifting off target
during execution [4]. In adaptive optics, the control laws that govern phase compensation
risk converging on target features that supply the brightest speckles [5]. Any target-in-theloop laser projection system must cope with speckle noise to demonstrate superiority over
passive illumination [6]. Speckle artifacts are also taxing on image quality in analog and
digital holography [7, 8]. Numerous challenges arise from speckle noise in remote sensing
applications as well [9].
In the face of these issues and more, speckle mitigation has been an active research area
since the emergence of the laser itself [10]. One promising technique to leverage whenever
1

possible involves averaging out the speckle by summing together independent realizations
on an irradiance basis. The inverse of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a speckle pattern is its
contrast ratio, and a formula for speckle contrast is

σI
C“ ¯
I

(1.1)

where σI is the standard deviation in irradiance and I¯ is the mean irradiance level [10]. The
irradiance of a polarized speckle pattern follows a negative-exponential probability density
function (PDF), and so a fully-developed speckle implies that C is unity [11]. Accumulating
?
K speckled irradiance patterns decreases C to 1{ K as the PDF becomes more Gaussianlike by the central limit theorem, provided that individual speckle frames are statistically
independent of one another [12]. This process of addition takes the running average of power
spectral density from one frame to the next. From a systems-engineering perspective, it
is therefore of great interest to accurately quantify decorrelation rates in the presence of
dynamic speckle.
In a fully-developed speckle pattern, the real and imaginary parts of the underlying field
conform to a circular complex Gaussian joint PDF [13]. Because of this inherent randomness
there are no deterministic solutions for speckle size and thus for decorrelation. A general
approach to this problem is to derive a spatial correlation function which accounts for the
lowest-order statistics of the field at two different points in space [14]. Normalizing this
function to its peak value yields a three-dimensional correlation coefficient equal to one for
overlapping points and zero for separation by the width of an average speckle. Displacing the
speckle field by this distance decorrelates it in time, given some relationship between motion
of the target and that of the speckle. Then at a known rate of change in object position,
the decorrelation is predictable as a function of time. A number of researchers through the
2

years have taken this approach, while many others have studied closely-related phenomena
that are easily recast in this manner.
Rigden & Gordon [15], Oliver [16] and Langmuir [17] were among the first scientists to
report on speckle dynamics. Allen & Jones [18] offered an explanation of their results based
on the diffraction of radio waves. Isenor [19] and Sporton [20] followed up by emphasizing
the imaging geometry and its impact on speckle dynamics in the image plane. Anisimov et
al. [21] later derived space–time correlation statistics regarding speckle for the first time,
and correlation experiments have been underway ever since [22, 23].
Selected publications that were instrumental in the completion of this work include Churnside’s study of near-field speckle dynamics from rotating planar objects [24], Marron & Morris
in their studies of image-plane speckle dynamics with rotating cylindrical objects [25, 26], Li
& Chiang in their introduction of a generalized decorrelation factor [27], and the works of
Leushacke & Kirchner [28], Yoshimura & Iwamoto [29], Ward et al. [30] and Li et al. [31, 32]
in deriving three-dimensional speckle correlation statistics.
Broadly speaking, this thesis aims to fulfill two main goals. The first is to exhaustively analyze and establish correlation coefficients for pupil-plane speckle in the cases of rectangular,
circular and Gaussian scattering spots, along with image-plane speckle in the cases of rectangular, circular and Gaussian pupil functions, all for four types of object motion: in-plane and
out-of-plane translation, as well as in-plane and out-of-plane rotation. While meeting this
goal does not demand any new theory per se, it does fill several gaps in the open literature
that would otherwise require some inference while compiling all correlation coefficients in a
unified notation. It also frames many of them for the first time as straightforward functions
of object motion.
The second main goal is to develop a simulation framework within which to simulate speckle
3

decorrelation and compare numerical results against the theory. In service of these goals,
the following chapters outline the background and theory leading to analytical correlation
coefficients, describe the models and mechanics of the simulation campaign, visualize and
interpret the simulation results and conclude with closing remarks. Appendices A & B
contain supplemental details that further the discussion on speckle decorrelation in special
cases.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to isolate the effects of spatial coherence while neglecting temporal coherence, the
derivation begins by restricting attention to quasimonochromatic optical fields. This starting
point requires two key assumptions which generally hold true for laser sources. The first is
that light is spectrally narrowband (i.e. its linewidth is significantly less than its central
frequency: ∆ν ! ν0 ). The second is that its coherence length far exceeds any relevant pathlength differences between source and observation. Together these two statements comprise
the quasimonochromatic conditions [33].
A time-harmonic field under quasimonochromatic conditions has the complex representation

Ũ pp, tq “ A exp tj rωt ´ φ ppqsu
(2.1)
“ U ppq exp pjωtq ,

where A is an amplitude prefactor, ω “ 2πν is the angular frequency, t represents time, p
is an arbitrary point in three-dimensional space, φ ppq is a spatially-dependent phase term
and U ppq “ A exp r´jφ ppqs represents the complex phasor amplitude of optical signal Ũ .
With spatial and temporal variations decoupled from one another as in Eq. (2.1), only U ppq
is needed to track field distributions concerning the speckle analysis at hand.
Optical radiation oscillates at terahertz frequencies, and so any direct measurement of amplitude and phase is infeasible given the response times of present-day detectors. For this

5

reason irradiance is often the experimental quantity of interest, given by

I ppq “ U ppq U ˚ ppq
(2.2)
“ |U ppq|

2

with physical constants omitted in favor of its relative value. Noting that U ˚ is the complex
conjugate of U , Eq. (2.2) provides a relative measure of time-averaged optical flux per unit
area.
Although speckle is by nature an interference effect between dephased fields, it manifests as
an irradiance distribution in light-field recordings and coherent imagery. As such, decorrelating speckle involves minimizing the correlation between two speckled irradiance patterns
I1 ppq and I2 ppq. The relevant correlation function is

RI pp1 ; p2 q “ xI1 pp1 q I2 pp2 qy
(2.3)
“

xU1 pp1 q U1˚

pp1 q U2 pp2 q U2˚

pp2 qy ,

where x˝y denotes an ensemble average while p1 and p2 are generally distinct points in
space. Supposing the target lends enough independent phase contributions that the central
limit theorem applies, it is justified to model field components U pp1 q and U pp2 q as complex

6

Gaussian random variables [34]. In turn,

RI pp1 ; p2 q “ xI1 pp1 qy xI2 pp2 qy ` |xU1 pp1 qy xU2˚ pp2 qy|2
“ xI1 pp1 qy xI2 pp2 qy ` |JU pp1 ; p2 q|

(2.4)

2

where JU pp1 ; p2 q is the mutual intensity between U1 pp1 q and U2 pp2 q. The complex spatial
coherence factor,

JU pp1 ; p2 q
,
µU pp1 ; p2 q “ a
JU pp1 ; p1 q JU pp2 ; p2 q

(2.5)

is a normalization of mutual intensity having the property 0 ď µU ď 1. Substituting Eq. (2.5)
into Eq. (2.4),

“
‰
RI pp1 ; p2 q “ xI1 pp1 qy xI2 pp2 qy 1 ` |µU pp1 ; p2 q|2 .

(2.6)

Equation (2.6) contains both a DC and an AC component, but it is the fluctuating AC term
that carries meaningful information about how much speckle decorrelates. Thus,

µI pp1 ; p2 q “ |µU pp1 ; p2 q|2

(2.7)

is a fitting correlation coefficient with respect to irradiance that governs RI . Also known
within the community as the Yamaguchi correlation factor [35], µI is effectively a ratio of
crosscorrelation to autocorrelation with reference to Eqs. (2.5) & (2.6).

7

At this stage, it is helpful to introduce the reflection geometry that relates both to analytical
calculations and simulation setup. Figure 2.1 illustrates this geometry as a single-lens system
with the α–β, ξ–η and x–y sets of axes placed within the object, pupil and image planes,
?
?
?
respectively. The respective radial coordinates are Ω “ α ` β, % “ ξ ` η and r “ x ` y.
A distance Z1 along the z axis initially separates the object and entrance-pupil planes,
whereas Z2 is a fixed distance between the exit-pupil and image planes. In this single-lens
arrangement, the entrance and exit pupils are coplanar with the lens (as is the aperture
stop).
β

η

y

φ

ξ

α

x

z
W

θ

Z1

D

Z2

Figure 2.1: Single-lens imaging geometry with a rough target in the object plane forming
objective speckle in the pupil plane and subjective speckle in the image plane

An optically-rough target of width W is positioned in the object plane, the aperture is a
lens of diameter D within the pupil plane, and an observation screen of infinite extent (for
the time being) resides in the image plane. Each component starts off as centered at the
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origin of its local coordinate system. Distances ∆Ω and ∆z are measures of in-plane and
out-of-plane translation, respectively. The z axis and optical axis are collinear with the axis
of in-plane rotation (∆ϑ), while out-of-plane rotation (∆ϕ) occurs about some axis in the
α–β plane. As the target moves under coherent illumination, the diffusely-reflected speckle
pattern modulates and eventually decorrelates from its initial composition. The response
is different in the pupil and image planes as the speckle propagates through the system.
Illumination and observation occur on-axis for ease of modeling, but deviation from theory
would only be appreciable as these angles grew large. The sections that follow address each
mode of target motion individually.
To avoid any confusion and to simplify notation going forward, a few useful functions in
normalized form are

sinc pwq “

sin pπwq
,
πw

(2.8)

J1 pπwq
,
πw

(2.9)

jinc pwq “ 2

S 2 pwq ` C 2 pwq
fres pwq “
w2

(2.10)

and

chat pwq “

ı
?
2”
arccos pwq ´ w 1 ´ w2 .
π

9

(2.11)

Here, J1 p˝q is a first-order Bessel function of the first kind (not to be confused with mutual
intensity) while S p˝q and C p˝q are respectively the Fresnel sine and cosine integrals. The
above definitions highlight the similarities between their arguments in what follows.

2.1 Speckle in the Pupil Plane

With Eqs. (2.5) & (2.7) in mind, knowledge of mutual intensity in a given plane gains
access to the local correlation coefficient of irradiance. Scalar diffraction theory allows for
mathematical propagation of individual fields from plane to plane, enabling calculation of
mutual intensity in their destination planes. If U pα, βq is a known field distribution in the
object plane, the first Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction solution predicts that

Z1
U pξ, ηq “
jλ

ĳ
U pα, βq

exp pjk`q
ds
`2

(2.12)

Σ

in the pupil plane. Here λ is the optical wavelength, k “ 2π{λ is the angular wavenumber,

b
` “ pξ ´ αq2 ` pη ´ βq2 ` Z12

(2.13)

is the Euclidean distance between points pα, βq and pξ, ηq, and ds is a differential surface
element of source area Σ. This solution assumes the optical approximation that λ ! ` is
satisfied. Equation (2.12) has the form of a superposition integral in terms of source field
U pα, βq and free-space impulse response

h pξ, η; α, βq “
10

Z1 exp pjk`q
.
jλ`2

(2.14)

Eq. (2.14) notably depends only on the differences between points pα, βq and px, yq, and this
shift invariance constitutes an isoplanatic system so that Eq. (2.12) becomes a convolution
between the input and the impulse response [36].
To proceed with finding mutual intensity in the pupil plane, Ω defines a generic point pα, βq
within the object plane. In the vicinity of the pupil plane, p1 and p2 are points located at
pξ1 , η1 , Z1 q and (ξ1 ` ∆ξ, η1 ` ∆η, Z1 ` ∆z), respectively. Then Eq. (2.12) yields

JU pp1 ; p2 q “ xU pp1 q U ˚ pp2 qy
ĳ ĳ
“
xU pΩ1 q U ˚ pΩ2 qy h pp1 ; Ω1 q h˚ pp2 ; Ω2 q d2 Ω1 d2 Ω2
Σ2 Σ1

(2.15)

ĳ ĳ
J pΩ1 ; Ω2 q h pp1 ; Ω1 q h˚ pp2 ; Ω2 q d2 Ω1 d2 Ω2 ,

“
Σ2 Σ1

so all that is left to define is the object-plane mutual intensity J pΩ1 ; Ω2 q. According to
Goodman [33], the reflected field immediately following an optically-rough surface is deltacorrelated to a first approximation (above the scale of a wavelength). The resulting expression
is

JU pΩ1 ; Ω2 q “ κ U pΩ1 q U ˚ pΩ2 q δ pΩ1 ´ Ω2 q ,

(2.16)

where κ is a global loss factor. By the sifting property of the Dirac delta function δ p˝q,
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Eqs. (2.15) & (2.16) combine as

ĳ
|U pΩq|2 h pp1 ; Ωq h˚ pp2 ; Ωq d2 Ω

JU pp1 ; p2 q “ κ

(2.17)

Σ

after setting Ω1 “ Ω for simplicity. Making the paraxial approximation that `21 « `22 « Z12 ,
the end result of Eqs. (2.5), (2.7) & (2.17) is

ˇť
ˇ2
2
ˇ
2 ˇ
|U
pΩq|
exp
rjk
p`
´
`
qs
d
Ω
2
1
ˇ
ˇ
µI pp1 ; p2 q “ ˇ Σ
ť
ˇ .
2 2
ˇ
ˇ
|U pΩq| d Ω

(2.18)

Σ

Equation (2.18) reveals that the irradiance correlation coefficient is a function of field distribution over the target surface, as well as the observation points p1 and p2 . Much of the
foundational work on speckle decorrelation applies the binomial approximation to the exponential argument of Eq. (2.18) prior to integrating. This final approximation also assumes
the paraxial regime and ultimately Fresnel diffraction, replacing the impulse response of
Eq. (2.14) with the well-known Fresnel propagation kernel and effectively making Eq. (2.18)
a scaled, normalized Fresnel transform of the source irradiance in two dimensions.
Strictly speaking, the above development treats µI as a measure of correlation between two
points of a static speckle field. In this way it offers a sense of the average three-dimensional
speckle size by solving for the spatial separation between p1 and p2 at which correlation
falloff occurs. It is just as effective, however, at measuring the correlation between two
displaced fields due to an attachment of observed speckle motion to induced target motion
[22, 37, 38]. This one-to-one correspondence makes µI a useful construct for estimating the
decorrelation of dynamic speckle patterns as well.

12

The sections ahead explore a set of normalized field distributions in the object plane including
a square of width W , a circle of diameter W and a TEM00 Gaussian beam of 1{e-amplitude
diameter W . The corresponding spot shapes in functional form are

ˆ
U pα, βq “ rect

α β
,
W W

˙
,

(2.19)

¸
˜a
α2 ` β 2
U pα, βq “ circ
W

(2.20)

and

ˆ

α2 ` β 2
U pα, βq “ exp ´4
W2

˙
,

(2.21)

respectively. The illumination incident on the target is an assumed plane wave before modification by Eq. (2.19), (2.20) or (2.21).

2.1.1

In-Plane Translation

To study in-plane translation, ∆z is set to 0 in Eq. (2.18) such that point p2 is at (ξ1 `
∆ξ, η1 ` ∆η, Z1 ). The radial distance between points of observation in the pupil plane is
a
∆% “ ∆ξ 2 ` ∆η 2 , which corresponds directly to an in-plane target translation of ∆Ω “
a
∆α2 ` ∆β 2 . Thus by substituting ∆% with ∆Ω after integration, a rectangular spot of
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dimensions W ˆ W gives rise to

ˆ
2

µI p∆Ωq “ sinc

W ∆Ω
λZ1

˙
(2.22)

with a cutoff distance of

∆Ωc “

λZ1
.
W

(2.23)

A circular spot similarly gives

ˆ
2

µI p∆Ωq “ jinc

W ∆Ω
λZ1

˙
(2.24)

with the cutoff

∆Ωc “

1.22λZ1
.
W

(2.25)

Equations (2.23) & (2.25) are equivalent to the lateral speckle sizes that rectangular and
circular spots produce, respectively. When dealing with an oblong rectangle, Eqs. (2.22)
& (2.23) are separable in the horizontal and vertical directions. These findings agree with
published results [28, 30].
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For a fundamental Gaussian beam, the correlation coefficient is

« ˆ
˙2 ff
πW ∆Ω
µI p∆Ωq “ exp ´
2λZ1

(2.26)

which is consistent with Goodman’s theory [1]. Equation (2.26) is valid over small translation distances only [26], as are similar Gaussian coefficients encountered in this work. The
reason is that its curve monotonically decreases out to infinity, when in practice there are
oscillatory outer lobes (as with previous expressions) due to periodic overlap of speckle locations. Moreover, the curve decays asymptotically which means there is no zero crossing at
which to naturally define speckle size. Instead, the 1{e2 point serves as a correlation rolloff
and occurs for a translation distance of

?
8λZ1
.
∆Ωr “
πW

(2.27)

What matters most is that theory and simulation do appear consistent at least up to this
rolloff point of interest. Figure 2.2 plots speckle decorrelation for all three targets subjected
to in-plane translation up to their respective cutoffs. Although the cutoff point for a circular
spot is the highest of the three, a Gaussian spot decorrelates the least at this translation
distance because its decorrelation condition is defined differently from the other two.

2.1.2

Out-of-Plane Translation

Out-of-plane translation means that ∆Ω now equals zero with a nonzero ∆z, confining point
p2 to (ξ1 , η1 , Z1 ` ∆z). Unlike with in-plane translation, the results now vary with radial
vantage point % in the pupil plane. Taking the same approach as in Sec. 2.1.1, a rectangular
15

Figure 2.2: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane speckle due to in-plane
translation for all three scattering spots

spot yields

˜
µI p∆zq “ fres2

W
Z1

c

∆z
2λ

¸
(2.28)

for on-axis speckles [cf. Eq. (2.10)]. The cutoff in this case is

ˆ
∆zc “ 7.31λ

Z1
W

˙2
(2.29)

after solving numerically for the first minimum. Eq. (2.28) does not cross zero but rather
decreases to a value of µI « 6.65 ˆ 10´3 before increasing again.
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In the case of a circular spot,

«
µI p∆zq “ sinc2

∆z
8λ

ˆ

W
Z1

˙2 ff
(2.30)

with a cutoff of

ˆ
∆zc “ 8λ

Z1
W

˙2
.

(2.31)

Analogously to in-plane translation and lateral speckle size, Eqs. (2.29) & (2.31) estimate the
average longitudinal size of on-axis speckle. The speckles all point away from the centroid
of illumination, meaning they align with the z axis at % “ 0 and rotate away from it for
% ą 0. They also elongate with increasing distance from the illumination axis, yet they have
the same axial projection on average. This behavior implies that they are shortest along
a
the axial dimension with an off-axis length of ∆zc ξ 2 ` η 2 ` Z12 using either Eq. (2.29) or
(2.31) for ∆zc [28]. Li & Chiang numerically derived scaling factors for an exact calculation
of off-axis speckle size when needed [39].
With a Gaussian spot,

#
µI p∆zq “

„

πW 2 ∆z
1`
8λZ1 pZ1 ` ∆zq

2 +´1
(2.32)

on axis and

?
8 e2 ´ 1λZ12
?
∆zr “
πW 2 ´ 8 e2 ´ 1λZ1
17

(2.33)

if employing the 1{e2 criterion. Figure 2.3 compares decorrelation for all three spots undergoing out-of-plane translation. Relative decorrelation between rectangular and circular shapes
is similar to the case of in-plane translation, but with Gaussian illumination it is at first more
pronounced while tapering off more gradually for large displacements. Appendix A contains
a supplemental analysis of off-axis speckle decorrelation, closely following the approaches of
Ward et al. [30] and Li et al. [31].

Figure 2.3: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to out-of-plane translation for all three scattering spots

2.1.3

In-Plane Rotation

In essence, in-plane rotation is a simple case of in-plane translation on a circular path around
the rotational axis. Accordingly, the equations in Sec. 2.1.1 describe speckle decorrelation
from in-plane rotation when substituting arc length ∆ϑ% for linear distance ∆Ω. Doing so
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produces the relationships

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϑq “ sinc

W ∆ϑ%
λZ1

˙
(2.34)

with cutoff

λZ1
W%

∆ϑc “

(2.35)

for a square,

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϑq “ jinc

W ∆ϑ%
λZ1

˙
(2.36)

with cutoff

∆ϑc “

1.22λZ1
W%

(2.37)

for a circle and

« ˆ
˙2 ff
πW ∆ϑ%
µI p∆ϑq “ exp ´
2λZ1

(2.38)

?
8λZ1
∆ϑr “
πW %

(2.39)

with rolloff
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for a Gaussian. In contrast to Sec. 2.1.2 where radial position is also a factor, these are
well-defined expressions both for correlation and cutoff that take % as an input. Churnside’s
work confirms these results after appropriate simplifications [24], as does further analysis by
Yura et al. [40]. Saleh makes the point that in-plane rotation at sufficiently large angles
warrants the inclusion of a sinusoidal factor in the argument of µI to account for periodic
replication of the signal in time [41].
Figure 2.4 plots the correlation dependence on in-plane rotation for any nonzero %, showing
the same trends as in Fig. 2.2 on a different horizontal scale. Worth noting is that the on-axis
correlation is unity with a cutoff of infinity per Eqs. (2.34)–(2.39). This result is physically
accurate as the speckle at the very center of rotation remains stationary, independently of
rotation angle ∆ϑ.

Figure 2.4: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to in-plane rotation for
all three scattering spots
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2.1.4

Out-of-Plane Rotation

By analogy with the shift theorem of the Fourier transform [42], a linear tilt across the
target surface imposes a linear shift in the far field. The speckle pattern sees the rough
surface as a mirror for near-normal angles of incidence and observation [43]. As such, outof-plane rotation can also repurpose the equations of Sec. 2.1.1 by replacing ∆Ω with the
pupil-plane speckle translation that results from the rotation. The appropriate substitution
comes about through geometric considerations, as the target surface normal subtends an
angle of ∆ϕ « ∆%{Z1 under the small-angle approximation. Recalling that ∆% and ∆Ω are
functionally equivalent for in-plane translation, the result is that Z1 ∆ϕ replaces ∆Ω in a
transmission geometry. The reflection geometry instead requires 2Z1 ∆ϕ to replace ∆Ω, as
an angle doubling occurs due to the double pass through the depth of the tilted target. With
this in mind, the reflection geometry under consideration has

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϕq “ sinc

2W ∆ϕ
λ

˙
(2.40)

with cutoff

λ
2W

∆ϕc “

(2.41)

for a square,

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϕq “ jinc
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2W ∆ϕ
λ

˙
(2.42)

with cutoff

∆ϕc “

0.61λ
W

(2.43)

for a circle and

« ˆ
˙2 ff
πW ∆ϕ
µI p∆ϕq “ exp ´
λ

(2.44)

?
2λ
∆ϕr “
πW

(2.45)

with rolloff

for a Gaussian. The same results follow from Goodman’s use of scattering vectors to characterize the decorrelation at normal incidence and observation [1].

2.2 Speckle in the Image Plane

All cases in Sec. 2.1 represent decorrelation by memory loss, which Cloud describes as physical movement of a speckle beyond its original boundaries in any direction [2]. Put another
way, the system becomes anisoplanatic with varying shifts. Only the wavelength, propagation distance and target dimensions can alter the size of an objective speckle, and this size
determines the boundaries of correlation. A subjective speckle is instead roughly the size of
a resolution element (a.k.a. “resel”) in the image plane [44]. Image-plane correlation boundaries match this size as well, but motion in the image plane is related by a magnification
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Figure 2.5: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to out-of-plane rotation
for all three scattering spots

factor to that in the object plane. For this reason, it is movement by a resel on the target
(i.e. the conjugate of a resel in the image) that causes total decorrelation in cases of speckle
translation [45].
Mathematically, image-plane correlation is a result of once again propagating mutual intensity as in Eq. (2.18) but with pupil function P pξ, ηq replacing field distribution U pα, βq and
Z2 (the distance from exit pupil to image plane) replacing Z1 (the distance from object plane
to entrance pupil) [33]. This amounts to looking past the target-plane field and treating the
pupil as a new delta-correlated source, which Zernike first proposed as a means of applying
coherence to microscopy problems [46]. In effect, image-plane speckle correlation is then
independent of the object-plane field distribution from which the pupil-plane speckle originates. Making this approximation requires that the spot illumination spans many coherence
areas in the pupil and resolution cells on the object, and also that lens aberrations do not
drastically affect the structure of speckle [1].
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With a square limiting aperture in place, the width of a resel (and therefore an average
speckle [44]) is

simg “

λZ2
Dxp

(2.46)

“ λFw

in the image plane of a focused system.

Here, Dxp is the exit-pupil diameter, Fw “

F p1 ` |M | {Mp q is the working focal ratio, F “ fe {Dep is the uncorrected focal ratio, fe
is the effective focal length, Dep is the entrance-pupil diameter, M is the transverse magnification and Mp is the pupillary magnification [47, 48, 49]. The resel size on the object is
then

sobj “

λZ1
Dep

(2.47)

“ λFw { |M | .

A single-lens system has fe “ f and Dxp “ Dep “ D, defining this section’s notation to
remain consistent with Fig. 2.1. At any point in the coming analysis, however, Fw { |M |
can replace Z1 {D to evaluate decorrelation in a generalized imaging system. This section
explores pupil functions that are rectangular, circular and Gaussian in shape, substituting
P pξ, ηq for U pα, βq and D for W in Eqs. (2.19)–(2.21).
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2.2.1

In-Plane Translation

Equation (2.47) tells the in-plane translation distance required of the target for full decorrelation. Comparing with Eq. (2.22), this condition depends on aperture width D instead of
target width W . As a result,

ˆ
2

µI p∆Ωq “ sinc

D∆Ω
λZ1

˙
(2.48)

with the new cutoff

∆Ωc “

λZ1
.
D

(2.49)

Likewise for a circular aperture,

ˆ
2

µI p∆Ωq “ jinc

D∆Ω
λZ1

˙
(2.50)

with the cutoff

∆Ωc “

1.22λZ1
.
D

(2.51)

A circular aperture thus produces speckles of width 1.22λZ2 {Dxp in the single-lens setup, or
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1.22λFw more generally. A soft Gaussian aperture, commonly used as an apodization filter
to allay the strong diffraction associated with hard edges [50], has a correlation coefficient
and rolloff point of

« ˆ
˙2 ff
πD∆Ω
µI p∆Ωq “ exp ´
2λZ1

(2.52)

?
8λZ1
,
∆Ωr “
πD

(2.53)

and

respectively. Figure 2.6 plots these image-plane decorrelation curves, appearing identical to
those of Fig. 2.2 with proper scaling.

Figure 2.6: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to in-plane translation
for all three pupil functions
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2.2.2

Out-of-Plane Translation

Although off-axis observation can change decorrelation behavior drastically in the pupil plane
as discussed in Sec. 2.1.2, it has very little influence in an imaging geometry and is usually
negligible in the image plane [51]. As with in-plane translation, the expressions mimic those
seen for objective speckle with D replacing W . This leaves

˜
µI p∆zq “ fres2

D
Z1

c

∆z
2λ

¸
(2.54)

with cutoff

ˆ
∆zc “ 7.31λ

Z1
D

˙2
(2.55)

for a square and

«
µI p∆zq “ sinc2

∆z
8λ

ˆ

D
Z1

˙2 ff
(2.56)

with cutoff

ˆ
∆zc “ 8λ

Z1
D

˙2
(2.57)

for a circular aperture. Thus the longitudinal image-plane speckle size is proportional to
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λ pZ2 {Dxp q2 , or more generally λFw2 . A Gaussian pupil function gives

#
µI p∆zq “

1`

„

2

πD ∆z
8λZ1 pZ1 ` ∆zq

2 +´1
(2.58)

with the rolloff

?
8 e2 ´ 1λZ12
?
.
∆zr “
πD2 ´ 8 e2 ´ 1λZ1

(2.59)

Figure 2.7 contains plots for image-plane decorrelation, which again look like the objective
speckle decorrelation seen in Fig. 2.3 with different horizontal limits.

Figure 2.7: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to out-of-plane translation for all three pupil functions
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2.2.3

In-Plane Rotation

In-plane rotation follows the same general procedure as in Sec. 2.1.3, this time substituting arc length ∆ϑr for linear distance ∆Ω in the equations of Sec. 2.2.1 (in addition to
substitution of W with D). The results are

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϑq “ sinc

D∆ϑr
λZ1

˙
(2.60)

with cutoff

λZ1
Dr

∆ϑc “

(2.61)

for a square,

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϑq “ jinc

D∆ϑr
λZ1

˙
(2.62)

with cutoff

∆ϑc “

1.22λZ1
Dr

(2.63)

for a circle and

« ˆ
˙2 ff
πD∆ϑr
µI p∆ϑq “ exp ´
2λZ1
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(2.64)

with rolloff

?
8λZ1
∆ϑr “
πDr

(2.65)

for a Gaussian. Figure 2.8 shows the expected results, which are comparable with Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.8: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to in-plane rotation
for all three pupil functions

2.2.4

Out-of-Plane Rotation

Out-of-plane rotation is a unique case in that, over a small range of angles, the same set of
scatterers occupies the illuminated spot within the object plane. For this reason, the target
never moves by a resel in any direction and therefore no decorrelation occurs by memory
loss. Cloud’s other criterion for decorrelation, which says that the phase difference across a
resel attains a value of 2π, comes into play here. object-plane tilt about an axis intersecting
the origin means applying a phase change of φ “ k∆ϕΩ across the target surface in a
30

transmission geometry. The reflection geometry instead requires φ “ 2k∆ϕΩ. Focusing
on the reflection case, setting the radial difference ∆Ω equal to the resel width λZ1 {D and
solving ∆φ “ 2π for the out-of-plane rotation ∆ϕ prompts a cutoff of D{ p2Z1 q, which proves
to be consistent with theory.
Marron & Morris studied this problem in the case of rotating rough objects, deriving a
spatiotemporal correlation function with an envelope that follows the correlation coefficient
as a function of rotation angle [25]. The derivation involves propagating mutual intensity
through to the image plane, making similar arguments to those preceding Eq. (2.18). Rather
than convolve with the free-space impulse response, however, the convolution is between
object-plane mutual intensity and the coherent point spread function (PSF) of the imaging
system. A rectangular aperture generates the normalized PSF

„

D
h px, y; α, βq “ sinc
λ

ˆ

x
α
´
Z2 Z1

˙

D
,
λ

ˆ

y
β
´
Z2 Z1

˙
,

(2.66)

whereas

„

D
h pr; Ωq “ jinc
λ

ˆ

r
Ω
´
Z2 Z1

˙
(2.67)

corresponds to a circular aperture and

# „
ˆ
˙2 N +
πD r
Ω
h pr; Ωq “ exp ´
´
2
2λ Z2 Z1
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(2.68)

to a Gaussian aperture. Convolution with Eq. (2.66) gives

ˆ
µI p∆ϕq “

2Z1 ∆ϕ
1´
D

˙2
(2.69)

for a rectangular aperture, while a circular aperture produces from Eq. (2.67)

ˆ
2

µI p∆ϕq “ chat

2Z1 ∆ϕ
D

˙
(2.70)

[cf. Eq. (2.11)]. The cutoff in either case is

∆ϕc “

D
.
2Z1

(2.71)

It is noteworthy that Eq. (2.69) is a triangle function while Eq. (2.70) is a circular triangle
[52]. For a Gaussian aperture, the result is

« ˆ
˙2 ff
4Z1 ∆ϕ
µI p∆ϕq “ exp ´
D

(2.72)

D
∆ϕr “ ?
.
8Z1

(2.73)

with a 1{e2 rolloff of

These results are in line with familiar forms of the modulation transfer function (MTF) for
equivalent incoherent systems [53]. Taking the squared magnitude of the coherent PSF as in
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Eq. (2.17) is an equivalent operation to autocorrelating the pupil function, which determines
the MTF of an incoherent system. Equation (2.71) represents an angular cutoff beyond which
the speckle fully decorrelates, though it is not the same cutoff that describes the coherent
spatial-frequency modulation limit [54]. Full decorrelation takes place when the initial pupilplane speckle field traverses the full width of the aperture and a new, independent realization
of speckle takes its place. As a side note, the cutoff in a coherent transmission geometry
doubles in a reflection geometry due to the single pass in optical path length.

Figure 2.9: Analytical decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to out-of-plane rotation
for all three pupil functions
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CHAPTER 3: SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Recalling that speckle-field propagation is not amenable to deterministic solutions, waveoptics simulations make it possible to propagate numerically using discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs). The WaveProp library for MATLAB assists with numerical propagation [55].
Choosing a numerical array format of N ˆ N where N is a power of 2 maximizes computational efficiency for DFT calculation [56]. While adequate sampling of speckle is crucial,
preliminary testing shows N “ 512 to provide an acceptable balance between physical accuracy and computational efficiency. A free-space wavelength of λ0 “ 1 µm and an aperture
diameter of D “ 30 cm are arbitrary choices but typical of long-range propagation studies.
Figure 3.1 depicts a simulated black-box system imaging a three-bar target as a visual example. The light emanating from a single point on the target surface appears to fill up the
entrance pupil, while its conjugate point in the image plane appears to originate from the
exit pupil. For the sake of simplicity, placing a single lens within a shared entrance- and
exit-pupil plane is sufficient to study decorrelation effects while saving on simulation time.
Further imposing unity scaling between the three planes relaxes sampling constraints for
two-dimensional analysis of plane-to-plane speckle.
Magnification is typically much less than unity in experimentation, and so numerically collimating the pupil-plane field prior to focusing closely models the expected physical behavior
[57]. Unity scaling says that Z1 “ Z2 “ Z “ f in such a scenario. This is not a valid imaging
condition, however, and implies a unit-magnification ratio that pertains only to the numerical scaling between planes. Physically, the simulated system responds as though M “ 0 due
to collimation at the lens (i.e. Z1 Ñ 8) followed by propagation of one focal length (i.e.
Z2 “ f ).
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Designating 200 grid points across the aperture diameter ensures ă1% average error for
pupil-plane speckle sampling [58] while providing the recommended pupil guardband by a
factor exceeding 2.4 [59]. By these calculations, the grid spacing δ is 1.5 mm and the linear
grid dimension S is 76.8 cm. Critical sampling [60] (a.k.a. Fresnel scaling [55]) stipulates

N“

S2
.
λZ

(3.1)

Selecting Z1 to meet this condition prescribes a Fresnel range of 1.15 km. Ideally, critical
sampling gives physical results at any propagation distance that are free of aliasing, whether
propagating by transfer function or impulse response. However, diffuse speckle reflections
make the model especially prone to aliasing even with Eq. (3.1) satisfied. Tailored methods
such as receiver-plane filtering [61] aim to combat this problem by eliminating high divergence
angles that would be susceptible to wraparound in DFT computation. Empirical evidence
suggests greater resistance to aliasing by first doubling the grid size, then propagating the
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field and cropping back down in the end [55]. Taking this approach means doubling Z1 to
2.30 km. The focal length takes this same value under unity scaling.
Recalling that the target dimension W varies inversely with objective speckle size, it cannot
be so large as to cause insufficient sampling of speckle in the pupil plane. Setting the target
Fresnel number Nt “ 40 according to

Nt “

DW
λZ

(3.2)

populates the aperture with roughly 40 speckles across its central width, reproducing the
correct negative-exponential probability distribution in both planes and indicating W “ 30.7
cm. Table 3.1 lists the parameterization up to this point for clarity.
Table 3.1: Summary of parameter definitions for use in wave-optics simulations with associated numerical values.

general

system
target

parameter
grid resolution, N ˆ N [px]
grid spacing, δ [mm]
side length, S [cm]
illumination wavelength, λ [µm]
propagation distance, Z [km]
aperture diameter, D [cm]
target Fresnel number, NT
target width, W [cm]

value(s)
512 ˆ 512
1.50
76.8
1.00
2.30
30.0
40
30.7

Simulating the delta-correlated rough surface involves taking a random draw at each pixel
within the illumination spot from a uniform phase distribution on the interval r´π, πq. This
phase map then operates on a given amplitude distribution according to the illumination.
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In the case of a rectangular spot its amplitude is

$
’
’
’
1
’
’
’
&
U pα, βq “

1
2
’
’
’
’
’
’
%0

p|α| ă W {2q ^ p|β| ă W {2q
p|α| “ W {2q ^ p|β| “ W {2q

(3.3)

otherwise,

which is separable in Cartesian coordinates. A circular aperture, on the other hand, gives

$
’
’
’
1
’
’
’
&
U pα, βq “

1
’2

’
’
’
’
’
%0

a

α2 ` β 2 ă W {2

a

α2 ` β 2 “ W {2

(3.4)

otherwise.

In both cases the amplitude is real-valued. These same functions apply to the real-valued
aperture in the pupil plane with D in place of W . For the third case, a circularly-symmetric
Gaussian, complex amplitude has the same form in simulation as in Eq. (2.21).
Again there are four types of target transformation to examine. In-plane rotation simply
involves a circular shift of the overlaid phase in one direction. The phase does not wrap
around in such a way that affects its randomness, as it is defined even where the complex
amplitude has magnitude zero (or near zero in the case of a Gaussian). This relative motion
represents either the illumination scanning across the target surface or the target itself moving
under inert illumination. A limitation of this computational approach is that pixel width δ
is the minimum step size and translation is discontinuous between steps.
Out-of-plane translation is perhaps the most laborious to simulate properly, as it requires a
different propagation distance between the object and pupil planes for each successive value
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of ∆z. This implies that Eq. (3.1) is automatically violated for the chosen parameterization.
By moving the object plane closer to the aperture, the propagation distance becomes shorter
than the Fresnel range and the transfer-function form of the Fresnel integral is well-suited
to the application [60]. However there is also image-plane magnification or demagnification
to account for, depending on the direction of translation. In order to compare image-plane
decorrelation with size predictions as before, continually resizing and resampling the cropped
test image becomes necessary to keep it compatible with the reference. There is some added
error from overcoming this obstacle, but it seems to be of little consequence in the eventual
results.
Both out-of-plane translation and in-plane rotation exhibit some radial dependence of speckle
decorrelation. Masking the observed field restricts the viewing region to a certain radius in
order to verify analytical expressions. On-axis observation simply requires a smaller circular
mask, but an annular mask as pictured in Fig. 3.2a is required off axis. The mask has the
same thickness as an average speckle according to Ch. 2, as portrayed in Fig. 3.2b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Annular mask for radial isolation of irradiance data shown (a) in logical form
and (b) windowing out the irradiance by roughly a speckle width
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An annulus of inner and outer radii %1 and %2 , respectively, has “average” radius

ş2π ş%2
%

0

%ave “ ş2π ş%12
0

“

2
3

%1

%2 d% dθ
% d% dθ

ˆ
%2 `

%21
%1 ` %2

(3.5)
˙
.

In more practical form,

%ave “ %0 `

t2
12%0

(3.6)

for an annular mask of thickness t centered at radial position %0 . The same mask for a given
average radial position and thickness is centered at

%0 “

¯
a
1´
3%ave ` 9%2ave ´ 3t2 .
6

(3.7)

With the correlation mask defined, a technique for inducing in-plane rotation is to apply a
rotation matrix at the specified angle ∆ϑ and apply an interpolation filter in the same step.
The mask in Fig. 3.2 is shown with surrounding negative space for reference, but it must
neglect all zero-valued data on the numerical grid to quantify the correlation accurately.
Out-of-plane rotation involves multiplying the object field distribution by the complex reflectance function

r pα, βq “ exp rj2k p∆ϕ α ` ∆ϕ βqs
β
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α

(3.8)

to account for the change in optical path length. In Eq. (3.8), the tilt angle is decomposed
into rotations about the α and β axes; it is valid so long as the small-angle approximation
applies. To represent the thin lens, complex transmittance function

t

„

˘
jk ` 2
pξ, ηq “ exp
ξ ` η2
2f


(3.9)

multiplies the field in the pupil plane after collimation and prior to focusing.
All analytical coefficients in Ch. 2 assume field distributions as continuous functions of space.
To operate on discrete datasets representing reference and test irradiances,

µ̂I “ b

hI1 I2 i ´ hI1 i hI2 i
pI1 ´ hI1 iq2

,

(3.10)

pI2 ´ hI2 iq2

calculates irradiance correlation in either the pupil or image plane where x˝y is the arithmetic
mean [10]. Equation (3.10) turns out to be equivalent to calculating the sample Pearson’s
correlation coefficient which applies to Gaussian random processes [62]. The approach in
characterizing decorrelation is to store the reference pattern I1 and compare each test I2
against it using Eq. (3.10) as the surface undergoes a transformation. Comparing I1 against
itself yields a coefficient of unity before any target motion occurs.
Equipped with these tools, the general procedure in this simulation effort is as follows:

1. Create the initial object-plane field distribution with a delta-correlated phase overlay.
2. Propagate to the pupil plane, window out the aperture and collimate; save for reference.
3. Multiply by a thin lens using Eq. (3.9).
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4. Propagate past the lens and focus onto the image plane.
5. Crop out the image based on the magnification ratio; save for reference.
6. Modify the object field to effect the desired transformation.
7. Repeat as necessary, saving off all pupil and image fields as test patterns.
8. Calculate the correlation coefficients as a function of target transformation.

Figure 3.3 displays example irradiance and phase maps to illustrate steps 1–5 above.

target plane

pupil plane

thin lens

image plane

cropped image

Figure 3.3: Plane-to-plane propagation of a speckle field for analysis in both the pupil and
image planes

The statistical treatment of speckle inherently leads to random variation in numerical results.
It is possible to smooth out the data, however, and converge on analytical predictions through
Monte-Carlo averaging. In studying simulated speckle, this process accumulates results over
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repeated random draws of the object phase. Root-mean-square error (RMSE) can then
quantify the success of Monte-Carlo averaging by calculating

d
RMSE “

n

1ÿ
rµ̂I piq ´ µI piqs2 ,
n i“1

(3.11)

where i is an iterator over the total number n of transformation steps, µI is a theoretical
irradiance correlation coefficient in either the pupil or image plane and µ̂I is the estimate of
µI computed through simulation. Figure 3.4 plots Eq. (3.11) in both planes to find that the
error becomes relatively stable in the neighborhood of 40 trials. Choosing this number keeps
the error below „1% whether observing the pupil- or image-plane irradiance.

Figure 3.4: RMS error versus Monte-Carlo averaging in the pupil and image planes

The results in Fig. 3.4 are fairly representative of all target and aperture geometries. Since
Monte-Carlo trials produce statistical variations in data, the negative-exponential trends also
appear noisy at first but take shape more clearly through further averaging. The error itself
is thus averaged over 100 trials at each datapoint in Fig. 3.4 for curve-smoothing purposes.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Figure 4.1 shows the simulated speckle decorrelation in the pupil plane resulting from in-plane
translation. Error bars indicate ˘1 standard deviation about the Monte-Carlo average.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to in-plane translation
for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian scattering spots
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From the simulation parameters defined in Ch. 3, sampling is relatively coarse. While linear
interpolation may be possible outside of MATLAB’s core circular shift function, it could
also risk violating the assumption of delta correlation made in Ch. 2. Figure 4.2 shows the
pupil-plane decorrelation that results from out-of-plane rotation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to out-of-plane translation for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian scattering spots
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The off-axis curves for which % ‰ 0 make use of an annular mask as in Fig. 3.2 during
simulation; App. A derives the theoretical curve adjustments in these cases. Figure 4.3
shows simulation results in the pupil plane corresponding to in-plane rotation, again for
several values of % but relative to some position P .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to in-plane rotation for
(a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian scattering spots
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Likewise in this scenario, an annular mask permits off-axis observation. The axial case of
% “ 0 would be a horizontal line at µI “ 1. Figure 4.4 gives the results for out-of-plane
rotation, following the curves of Fig. 4.1 but allowing for better sampling via Eq. (3.8).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to out-of-plane rotation
for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian scattering spots

Figures 4.5–4.8 show the remaining cases for image-plane speckle decorrelation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to in-plane translation
for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian pupil functions

Due to cutoff differences that ultimately stem from different sizing of the target and aperture,
the curves in Fig. 4.5 demonstrate finer sampling than in Fig. 4.1. Overall, the simulation
results are in agreement with the theory introduced in Ch. 2. A general observation is that
the error seems to grow with increasing transformation of the target, which is not surprising
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to out-of-plane translation for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian pupil functions

given the statistical nature of randomly-drawn phase maps at each point. Even so, the error
maintains an upper bound of „3% with Monte-Carlo averaging and does not dramatically
affect the mean result for any one trial.
Comparing the cutoffs in Figs. 4.7 & 4.3 and referring back to Ch. 2 as necessary, it is clear
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to in-plane rotation
for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian pupil functions

that the out-of-plane rotational cutoff occurs at a much greater angle in the image plane
than the pupil plane. This is because there are multiple speckles spanning the width of
the aperture and the pattern need only translate by the width of a single speckle to fully
decorrelate in the pupil plane, while it must traverse the entire width of the aperture for
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the image plane due to out-of-plane rotation
for (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) Gaussian pupil functions

image-plane decorrelation. This pure displacement in the pupil plane causes image-plane
boil (i.e. structural changes) in the speckle pattern, marking the only case of pure boiling
in this thesis. All other transformations yield some amount of speckle displacement in a
particular direction, acting alone or in concert with boil effects.
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Li & Chiang note in their treatment of speckle photography that the product of correlation
factors attributed to different types of transformation acts as a measure of their combined
decorrelation [27]. As µI is normalized to unity, it assumes a lower value when factoring
in multiple coefficients than any one coefficient on its own. The correlation coefficients of
Ch. 2 are all functions of either a translation distance or a rotation angle. Supposing a target
translates or rotates at some known rate, the product of either linear or angular velocity and
time can replace the argument of µI to predict decorrelation as a function of time. In this
way, complex motion of a target can decompose into a set of separable correlation coefficients
to calculate global correlation as

µtot
I “

n
ź

µI piq .

(4.1)

i“1

The cutoff (if one exists) will equal the lowest individual cutoff transformation when solving
all µI piq Ñ 0 for time. Thus the results presented here demonstrate capability of accurately
simulating various types and combinations of target motion at controlled rates of decorrelation in coherent imaging applications. Conversely, µI has the potential to characterize target
motion remotely as others have shown [63].
Any coefficient in Ch. 2 representative of memory loss has a cutoff condition that goes inversely as the target or aperture size and directly with distance. The exceptional case of
out-of-plane rotation has the opposite dependence. As Ennos points out, speckle interferometry is more robust against decorrelation by memory loss when the aperture is small, yet
more robust against phase changes with a larger aperture [43]. When uncorrelated speckle
is desirable to achieve speckle averaging, it is possible to exploit this tradeoff for the type of
motion expected from the target. Such manipulation can involve changing the illumination
spot or aperture diameter, depending on the plane of interest where speckle decorrelates.
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As an example of combined decorrelation effects, the in-plane translation scenario described
in Ch. 3 actually causes some boil in addition to the displacement considered analytically.
Speckle would indeed experience a pure displacement in the pupil plane if the target were in
motion under flood illumination, but its image would of course move in response and need to
be tracked throughout the simulation. In the case of spot illumination, new scatterers enter
and exit the spot to introduce boiling of speckle; Eqs. (2.69)–(2.73) with ∆Ω and W substituted for 2Z1 ∆ϕ and D, respectively, characterize the resulting decorrelation. Individual
contributions from boil and displacement are plotted in Fig. 4.9 along with their combined
effect, clearly showing why it is safe to neglect the boil in this instance. However the cutoff
is, in general, proportional to min pW, λZ1 {W q such that boil would begin to dominate in
the limit of objects growing smaller than the speckles they produce. One last remark is that
the interpolation necessary to simulate in-plane rotation creates some boiling in both planes
as well, but this is merely a simulation artifact rather than a physical phenomenon and does
not seem to detract from the agreement with theory.

Figure 4.9: Simulated decorrelation of speckle in the pupil plane due to pure boil, pure
displacement and both effects combined for the parameterization of Ch. 3
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Another concept worth mentioning is the potential for spatial averaging in the image plane
[64]. From Eq. (2.46), one can control the image-plane speckle width to be much smaller
a
than the width d of a pixel on the sensor. The speckle contrast then reduces to Ap ´ Ac ,
where Ap “ d2 is the square pixel area and Ac is the image-plane coherence area of pλFw q2 ,
4{π¨pλFw q2 and 2{π¨pλFw q2 for rectangular, circular and Gaussian apertures, respectively [1].
Combining spatial and speckle averaging could depreciate the speckle contrast considerably
over time.
The rectangular, circular and Gaussian functions covered in this thesis are idealizations that
may or may not be applicable to experimentation, especially as descriptions of scattering
spots. However, the process of arriving at a correlation coefficient is extensible to more complex geometries. Hu et al. recently published a paper on speckle sizes for higher-order Gaussian beams, including Hermite–Gaussian and Laguerre–Gaussian modes alike [65]. Knowing
only the mode indices of such beams, one can find a reduced speckle size and proceed to
follow the proposed recipe for correlation coefficients starting from Sec. 2.1.1.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

This thesis has demonstrated how to properly account for speckle decorrelation with respect to irradiance for a multitude of target motions in both the pupil and image planes.
Conducting a literature review and assessing previously-established correlation functions has
opened the door to a complete set of coefficients describing a variety of field distributions and
aperture shapes. This tactic has also allowed for direct comparison between them in graphical form, giving a sense of the relative decorrelation between optical systems of different
geometries. Specifically, in-plane and out-of-plane translation and rotation for rectangular, circular and Gaussian scattering spots and pupil functions have made for a total of 24
different coefficients in the analysis.
The simulation results have shown substantial agreement with theoretical derivations, remaining within „3% of the expectation at any given point and dropping below 1% error in
terms of overall RMSE. Assessment of RMSE has identified 40 Monte-Carlo simulation trials
as ample for statistical convergence. This outcome states with confidence that the speckle is
properly modeled in all planes of interest. It also confirms that rough-surface objects with
known dynamic properties will fit the models and allow for separability of motion along
different translational and rotational axes.
Moving forward, facilities at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Directed Energy Directorate
will provide the experimentation needed to further validate the simulation-based findings of
this effort. Polychromatic speckle mitigation is another area of interest that is worthy of its
own investigation, as well as a joint study with this project to test for intercompatibility.
Lastly, it will be of great benefit to apply these models directly to studies of closed-loop
phase compensation and active target tracking, both in simulation and experimentally.
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APPENDIX A: OFF-AXIS LONGITUDINAL SPECKLE SIZE
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As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2, neither speckle size nor orientation is invariant to radial position.
Lueshacke & Kirchner observed that the distance ` simply scales the speckle length along z
for off-axis viewing [28]. Li & Chiang later found coefficients for calculating its off-axis size
as a function of observation angle [39]. In wave-optics simulations, however, the primary
interest lies in predicting decorrelation in the axial direction rather than along the speckle
trajectory. To reiterate an earlier comment, all speckles share the same average projection
onto the optical axis. For that reason it is not the change in length that accelerates off-axis
decorrelation, but rather the lateral motion of a speckle cross section.
Ward et al. thoroughly investigated this decorrelation along z through a series of equations
solved numerically for off-axis speckle size [30]. Recreating their plots here and normalizing to
the maximum correlation length, the generalized result for a square spot producing objective
speckle is

˜
µI p∆zq “ fres2

W
Z1

c

∆z
2λς

¸
(A.1)

where ς is a scale factor equal to unity for on-axis observation. The cutoff is now

ˆ
∆zc “ 7.31λς

Z1
W

˙2
,

(A.2)

making it clear that correlation length along z finds its maximum on axis. The result for a
circular spot is

«
µI “ sinc2

∆z
8λς
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ˆ

W
Z1

˙2 ff
(A.3)

with the new cutoff

ˆ
∆zc “ 8λς

Z1
W

˙2
.

(A.4)

The scale factors in the above equations are plotted in Fig. A.1 for a rectangular and circular
spot. To generate the curves in Fig. 4.2a, the rectangular scale factor is „0.425 and „0.247
for %2 “ W {4 and %3 “ W {2, respectively. Similarly in Fig. 4.2b, the respective circular
scale factors are „0.509 and „0.286.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.1: Scaling factor used in pupil-plane speckle decorrelation due to out-of-plane
translation for (a) rectangular and (b) circular scattering spots

The analytic expression for a Gaussian beam, however, can readily handle a nonzero % [31]:

#
µI “ exp ´

2

p4πW ∆z%q
r8λZ1 pZ1 ` ∆zqs2 ` pπW 2 ∆zq2
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+O#

„
1`

2

πW ∆z
8λZ1 pZ1 ` ∆zq

2 +
.

(A.5)

APPENDIX B: DECORRELATION OF COMPLEX FIELDS
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Recalling the relationship given in Eq. (2.7), the field correlation coefficient must obey [10]

µU “

?
µI exp pjψq

(B.1)

where ψ is some unknown phase factor. The corresponding experimental value is

µ̂U “ “

hU1 U2˚ i
|U1 |2

|U2 |2

(B.2)

‰1{2

in the same spirit as Eq. (3.10). Revisiting out-of-plane rotation for a square target and
a circular aperture, Fig. B.1a plots both Eq. (3.10) and the magnitude of Eq. (B.2) in the
pupil plane while Fig. B.1b does the same in the image plane over an identical range for tilt
angle ∆ϕ.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Simulated speckle decorrelation with respect to both field and irradiance due to
out-of-plane rotation in the (a) pupil and (b) image planes
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Comparing the two figures, it is apparent that |µ̂U | is simply the square root of µ̂I in Fig. B.1a.
Thus there must be some phase decorrelation limiting |µ̂U | in Fig. B.1b that forces it to
decorrelate early. In fact, this phase is just that applied to the target surface in Eq. (3.8),
which is why |µ̂U | decorrelates at exactly the same rate in both planes of Fig. B.1. Multiplying
the image-plane field by the same phasor (due to single-lens image inversion) cancels out the
?
coherently-imaged tilt phase, with the result being that |µ̂U | “ µ̂I is now true in both
planes as shown in Fig. B.2.

Figure B.2: Simulated speckle decorrelation with respect to both field and irradiance in the
pupil and image planes after removal of leftover tilt phase

Although there is no direct access to this field decorrelation data in an experimental setting,
it offers one example of the insight into field–irradiance interplay that is accessible through
simulation.
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